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Abstract 

This report presents a novel approach for allocation of spatially correlated data, such a."> 

ernission inventorics, to liner spatial scales, conditional on covariate information observ
al,le in a finP gri<l. Spat.ial depen<lPnce is rno<lelle<l with the conditional autoregressive 
strnct.urc int.rorłuccrł into a linear morie! as a ranrłorn cffcct. The maximum likelihood 
approach to inference is employed, and the optima! predictors are developed to a.9sess 
missing valuPs in a fine gri<l. ThP usefulnPss of thP proposed t.echnique is shown for 
agricultural sector of GHG inventory in Poland. An example of allocation of livestock 
data (a number of horses) from district to municipality level is analysed. The results 
indicate that the proposed method outperforms a naive and commonly used approach of 
proportional distribution. 

Keywords: GHG inventory, agricultural sector, spatial correlation, disaggregation, con
di tional autoregressive model 





Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Greenho1.1~e gas (GHG) emission inventories serve as a basie tool for vnification of in
ternational treaties aimed at constraing global warming. Despite all their drawbacks 
and limitations [14], national GHG inventories provide invaluable information on an
thropogenic Prnissiou sources, and, indireetly, 011 P.ffectiveness of undertaken emission 
ahatcmcnt measures. Constant cfforts of IPCC community scck to improve the inventory 
procedure and to limit underlying uncertainties and imprecision [13]. 

Although the greenhouse gases directly are not harmful for human health, their spatial 
distrihution is of great importance. For instance, a network of ecosystem long-term 
observation sites is launched across Europe to understand behavior of the global carbon 
cycle and greenhouse gas emissions. The activities are conducted within the Integrated 
Carbon Observation System infrastructure. Another approach i~ to develop a spatially 
rPsolved GHG iuwutory. All of thesP dforts opl'n llPW opportnnities for improvement of 
emi~sion reduction activities, including among others attrihution of sources and sinks. 

The present study was conducted as a part of the 7FP Marie Curie Actions project 
Gcoinformation technologics, spatio-tcmporal approaches, and full carbon account for im
proving accuracy of GHG inventorics. One of the main aims of the project is to develop 
a spatial inventory of GHG for Poland. The task comprises estimation of GHG related 
activity data, which need to be spatially resolved in this case, and their corresponding 
emission factors. In terms of considered sectors, subsectors and separate emission source 
groups, the IPCC guidelines [UJ provide relevant methodology, and it is followed through
out the project. The main GHG emission sectors include energy (fossil fuel burning from 
stationary and mohile sources), ind1.1~try and agriculture. 

Development of spatial GHG inventory crucially depends on availability of low res
olution activity data. In Poland, relevant information needs to be acquired from na,. 
tional/regional totals. A procedure of allocation into smaller spatial units (like districts, 
municipalitiPs and finally 2x2km grid) cliff Prs among various emission sectors. Ilasically, 
all the emission sources are categorised as line, area or large point emission sources; fur
thcr steps di/for significantly for ea.ch gronp. For large point sources, such as power/heat 
sta.tions or rr.finery plants, corwspomling Pmissions am associated directly with a partic
ular object located in space. Line sources, like roads, railways or pipelines, are usually 
analyzed by cutting line objects into sections using respective grids. Area sources com
prisr c.g. agricultural fielrl.s, urban arcas as wcll as highly dense urban transportation 
network. In this case, a procedure of spatial allocation depends on methods and tech-
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nologie8 of fossil fuel combustion in a considered sector [2j. A common approach though 
is a spatial allocation made in a proportion to some related indicators, i.e. proxy data, 
whid1 are availaLle iu a fiuer gri<l. This solutiou to a large extent relies on subjective 
assumptions, aud nsually t.here is no mean for verification of the results obtained. 

Within the project Work Package 3, the statistical scaling methods are developed in 
order to support the procedure of compiling high resolution activity data. In this report 
we propose the methocl for allocating GHG activity data to finer spatial scales conditional 
on covariate inl'orma.Lion, such as land use, observa.ble in a fine grid. The proposition is 
suitable for spatially correlated, area emission sourCe8. 

The approach resembles to some extent the method of Chow and Lin (1971) [3j, origi
nally proposed for di.~aggregation of time series based on related, higher frequency series. 
Here, a similar methodology is employed to disaggregate spatially correlated data. Re
garding an assumption on residua! covariance, we apply the structure suitable for area 
data, i.e. the conditional autoregressive (CAR) model. Although the CAR specificarion is 
typically used in epidemiology [1], it was also succ-essfully applied for modelling air pollu
tion over space [12j, jl5j. Compare also j9] for another application of the CAR structure 
to model spatial inventory of GHG emissions. The maximum likelihood approach to 
inference i.~ employed, and the optima! predictors are developed to asse8s missing con
cPntrations in a fine grid. We demonstratP usefulrn,ss of the disaggregation method for 
spatially correlated area sources, in particular for agricultural sector. 

A part of the methododology described in section 3.1 was already presented in [10/. 
This contribution extends the basie model for the case of various regre8Sion models in 
each region (here voivodeshlp); see section 3.2. Performance of the method for livestock 
data in agricultural sector of GHG inventory is presented in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 2 

The data set 

CoD.Sidered is a livestock dataset ( cattle, pigs, horses, poultry, etc.) based on agricultural 
ceIL~us 2010, and available from the Central Statistical Office of Poland - Local Data 
Bank (8]. The goal is to allocate relevant livestock amounts from district (powiaty) into 
municipality (gminy) levels. 

In particular, for horses the data are available also in municipalities, and this fact 
enables verification of the proposed disaggregation method. Therefore, in what follows we 
coD.Sider the task of disaggregation of number of horses reported for 314 districts into 2171 
municipalities, taking advantage of covariate information observable for rnunicipalities, 
compare Figure 2.1. Only rura! municipalities are coD.Sidered in the study, see Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.1: Livestock data (horses) available for districts 
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Figure 2.2: The net of rura! municipalities 

As explanatory variables we use population density (denoted xt) and land use in
formation. For the latter, the CORINE Land Cover map, available from the European 
Environment Agency 15], was employed. For each rura! municipality we calculate the area 
of agricultural classes, which may be related to livestock farming, see Figure 2.3. Three 
CORINE classes were considered (the CORINE class numhers are given in brackets): 

• Arabie land (2.1); denoted x 2 

• Pastures (2.3); denoted x 3 

• Heterogeneous agricultural areas (2.4), which include subclasses Complex cultiva
tion patterns (2.4.2) and Land principally occupied by agriwlture, with significant 
areas of natura! vegetation (2.4.3); denoted x 4 . 

The results of the disaggregation with the proposed procedure are further compared 
with the results of allocation proportional to population of municipalities. Here, we 
stress once mare that only rura] municipalities are considered in the study. OtherwL,e, 
allocation of number of horses in a proportion to population woulci be meaningless. This 
naiw approach, however , gave rise for a modification of the basie version of the method. 
Namely, we account for the fa.et that a relationship of farmed livestock with available 
covarialcs is diversificd across the country - we a.llow for va.rious regression models for 
regions. In this particular case study, we treat 16 voivodeships (województwa) as regions. 
This extention of the model is described in section 3.2. 
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Figure 2.3: CORINE land use map of Poland, with the net of rura! municipalities 
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Chapter 5 

Concluding remarks and discussion 

The stndy prcsents the firnt att.i>mpt t.r, apply tlw spat.ial sc:aling model for the GHG 
inventory in Poland. The task wa.s to allocate spatially corrclat.ed data to liner spati;iJ 
scales, conditional on covariate information observable in a fine grid. Spatial dependence 
is set and it is assummed not to change with the change of grid. It is modelled with the 
conditional autoregressive structure introduced into a li.ncar model a.s a random effcct.. 
The maximum likelihood approach to inference is employed, and the optima! predictorn 
are dewloped to assess missing values in a fine grid. The usefulness of the proposed 
technique is shown on an example of allocation of livestock data (a number of horses) 
from district to municipality level. 

The results of the disaggregation with the proposed procedure were compared with 
the allocation proportional to population of municipalities. An improvement over the 
naive, proportional approach of 9% in terms of the mean squared error was reported. In 
addition, we extended the model to allow for various regression models in regions (here 
voivodeships). Nurnerous features of the proposed method require further investigation. 

The proposed method provided good results for livestock activity data of agricultural 
sector. Apart from the reported above study, the approach was also applied in a residen
tial sector for disaggregation of natura! ga.s consumption in households. In that case, with 
disaggregation featured from voivodeships into municipalities, the results turned to be 
quite modest. This was partly due to limited spatial correlation of the analysed process 
and too large extent of disaggregation. The method is feasible for disaggregation from 
districts into municipalities, but not from voivodeships into municipalities. 

It should be stressed that the primary asset of the proposed approach is the possibility 
to asses significance of considered regression coefficients. The widely used proportional 
distribution of activity data can be based ouly on expert judgements, providing no means 
for outcomc verification. 
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Appendix 

Table 5.1: List of voivodsh.ips 

Voivodship 
1 Dolnośląskie 

2 Kujawsko-Pomorskie 
3 Lubelskie 
4 Lubuskie 
5 Łódzkie 

6 Małopolskie 

7 1fazowieckie 
8 Opolskie 
9 Podkarpackie 
10 Podlaskie 
11 Pomorskie 
12 Śląskie 
13 Swiętokrzyskie 

14 Warmińsko-Mazurskie 

15 Wielkopolskie 
16 Zachodniopomornkie 
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